
COVID.19

FAGTS NOT FEAR
What the mainstream media do not want you to know

99+% OF PEOPLE RECOVER
The risk of death from COVID for the healthy
general population of school and working age is

comparable to that of a daily car ride to work 1t1. ln

lreland, the average age of someone who dies of
COVID is mid B0s. For most people it is NOI a

deadly disease 121.
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"cases/infections" are healthy people who do not

require any treatment or hospitalisation 1a1.

The CQVID testing is totally unreliable. Up to 90% of repofted "COVID positive" cases are inaccurate "false positives"

This is why the inventor of the PCR, Dr Kary Mullis. has said that it was never designed to be used for diagnosing any

illness 1+1. Faulty testing means massive numbe'of healthy people are being falsely diagnosed as being "infected".

ThemoreflawedCOVIDtestingisdone,the-:':'ase cases"arebeingrepoftedandsensationalisedb;'themediato
cause completely unnecessary public fear ,l-1.

Broken leg? lt's COVID!
lf you go to hospital with a broken leg aad.
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COVID PCR test and the ro" '- : lcsrllve

lnternational legal action is being taken against the WHO.

An international alliance of medical doctors, sc entists and

lawyers are taking legal action against the'J(:: c Health
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arefar worse than the disease l:-ntries like Sweden a-:
Japan have not imposec o3<la,',-s ard people live as norra ;6,

Wearing a facemask is unnecessary and harmiul. A facerask will NOT protect anyone against ANY virus.

To prevent a virus infection, you need to wear a fully sea eci iazmat suit. However, wearing facemasks for
any extended periods makes you MORE likely to become ill. By reducing your oxygen intake and

inhaling waste air and bacteria, you are at far greater risk of respiratory infections and gum disease 121.

Because of these dangers, countries such as Sweden do not require people to wear masks.

The most powerful protection you have is your body's own natural immune system which is

strengthened by exercise, sunshine, fresh air, quality food and positive social contact-not lockdowns.

But there are no profits in natural immunity for the powerful pharmaceutical lobby. That is why

boosting natural immunity is being deliberately ignored but hugely profitable vaccines are

promoted. There is also a proven, affordable, safe and efficient COVID tfeatment available for anyone

who shows severe symptoms 1e1.

Unfortunately doctors who speak out are br,rng silenced Isl . At the same time, the HSE is

paying medical staff to do more faulty tests and bonus payments for carrying

out vaccinations (€150 per 10 children vaccinated)1t01. Globally, the powerful

profit-led vaccine industry, mainstream media and the medical establishment

are being incentivised to promote the fear needed to bring in the compulsory 
'

vaccinations needed for the real agenda, which is the COVID-19 Roadmap (see overleaf). 1
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EVERY WEEK 600+ PEOPLE DIE IN IRELAND
Cancel
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Figure for COVID-19 are deaths caused only by COVID. Sources: CSO & HSE
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